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CTI-TC 

Interoperability Subcommittee 
 

Meeting Date: Wednesday, May 31, 2017 

Time: 12:00 pm to 1:00pm EDT 

Purpose: Monthly Meeting 
 

 Attendees: 

Jason Keirstead IBM Co-chair 

Jane Ginn Se 

Nicole Gong MITRE Voting Member 

 

 

Agenda: 

I.            Review outstanding items and action items from last week’s meeting minutes 
II.           Review the draft document. 
III.          Review the personas list 

 

 

Meeting Notes: 

Moderator: Jason Keirstead 
Recorder: Nicole Gong 

 

1. Google use case document URL: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l54RhjxwuXrZUQ19zIHUiZ7_c6otbLbVVfluKJogU7s/ed
it?ts=5890ba79 

 
2. STIX™ 2.0 Interoperability Use Cases Future Ideas: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xe1jSbb6324dYAXsy_zrLZxVIKeWa9FVL-
uuillYjfg/edit# 

 
3. Persona Metrix: 

 
https://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/cti-
interoperability/document.php?document_id=60290&referring_url=%2Fkws 

 
 

Agenda 
 F2F Update 
 Weds 31st Meeting Update 
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 Summary of the discussion and outcome: 
 

Jason provided a quick update on the F2F meeting, since Jane and Nicole attended both days of the 
F2F meeting. The update was very short, the three of us summarized the F2F meeting, debates 
around the verification process.  Jane brought up the issue of lacking of participation from the 
industry, we discussed how to increase the interests in the interoperability sub-committee.  
 
The following block is the poll results from F2F meeting, summarized by Allan in the email: 

 
        Several polls were taken during the F2F on Interop: 
 

• Q1: Should the Interop committee adopt  
• A) Other persona with ALL tests optional  

• Or 
• B) Minimum persona with BASE Tests mandatory and all other optional  

• Or 
• C) Continue to rely on persona based testing          

• Add additional personas as additional use cases and requirements justify 
 

A1: POLL RESULT FOR Unanimous Consensus on C. The Other persona will be removed from the 
current spec. 

 
• Q2: Which option is preferred for Part 2 spec.  

• A) Base testing of TAXII + Part 1 SDOs 
• B) Base testing of TAXII + Subset of Part 1 SDOs  

• If subset, please suggest what subset 
• C) Additional use case testing of remaining SDOs (no TAXII)  

• i.e. Reports, Campaigns, Intrusion Sets, Threat Actors, Malware…. etc. 
• D) Additional use case testing of subset of remaining SDOs (no TAXII)  

• i.e. those that will not be changing in 2.1 (TBD) 
• E) Additional use case testing of subset of remaining SDOs + TAXII  

 
• A2: POLL RESULT FOR Unanimous Consensus on A.  

 
• Q3: Which option is preferred for verification?  

• 0) In the crib 
• A) Crawl 
• B) Walk 
• C) Run 

 
• A3: FOR 0: 14; FOR A: 3; FOR B: 0; FOR C: 1. Chair/Co-Chair working with OASIS on next steps. 

 
 

 
Action Items: 
- Action:  
-  
Details: 
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Jason Keirstead 

- Since you all attended the F2F meeting, I don’t have to go over the details. 
- About the debating on the verification process. I don’t totally agree with them on that. 
- We had a side conversation/discussion in the chat and see how other TC approaches the 

similar problem, but I don’t have the details. Don’t have the update on that. 
- That is where we stand, to see how other TCs deals that. 

              Jann 
- I think if we set the framework, then someone, some third party would see the 

opportunity and take it over from there. Then it will take completely out of our hands. Our 
role is to design the architecture or framework, and we will let the market/forces take it 
over/pick it up from there (on the implementation).  From the design phase and the 
implementation phase, we need to have some solid plan of actions. Where we are right 
now, is to figure out what the plan of actions is for the transaction. That’s my take on that. 

               Jason 
- I Agree, we can design the framework, it will be a “pay to play” type thing. It’s not like we 

will force people to certify. If customers have that demand. Then market will try to 
evaluate that. I don’t necessary see it being a problem. 

                Nicole 
- Jason, I have a concern: If a third party takes over, how do we get the feedbacks on the 

standards/personas? Since it is kind out of our hands? 
                 Jason 

- That is true, we will lose some visibility on who is certified and what their uses cases are, 
that’s a good point. I guess what we have to do is try to work with the certification 
vendors, and try to get the information from them. 

                  Nicole 
- OK. I envision that this work, framework we were talking about will evolving as the newer 

release of the STIX come out, also for example, as we discussed in the case of the “catch 
all” personas, if we are directly involved with the certification process, I can see that will 
be worked in each time we discuss a new “common” persona. Or each time we learn 
something from the market, the newer use cases will be included right the way, probably. 

- That is my only concern. 
                   Jane 

- I think develop some kind memedom with the third party would takes case of that. That is 
something maybe OASIS can do. We can benefit from it, from that kind information 
sharing. We have to see how it plays out. 

                    Nicole 
- That sounds good. 

                    Jane 
- Something comes to my mind, Jason. A part from your agenda is that how to generates 

more interest in the participation of the interoperability sub-committee. The 
interoperability is the most important aspects of the STIX standard, yet, the attendance is 
not picked up by the F2F meeting. The core group is over worked, and the people who 
developing the products are not tuning into this. 
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- I would like to see companies who developing the products or new platforms (should) 
have some correlations between the STIX data model and how it is evolving per version 
2.1. and what the functionality of those platforms are?   

                Jason 
- I think that’s a type problems here. I think we are almost in a chicken and egg situation, I 

try to figure it out how we can solve this. I can post the question in the email list. I posted 
the question on the Slack, but no one has responded it. I think vendors are doing their 
work – developing products that uses the newer version of STIX, but they don’t want to 
public it yet. They may be waiting for STIX 2.0 to become fully approved?  

- I don’t know how to get them more interested in interoperability sub-committee, if they 
won’t even publicly admit that they are working on it. 

- I think when people get over the huddle of implementation and when they starting to 
testing, they would come out … but it may be too late for them by then if they already 
implement something. 

- For example, we have a project internally, for STIX 2.0, I am providing them guidance on 
interoperability - to include certain objects, such as identity objects, stuff like that. 

- The only vendor I know have successfully implement that is LookingGlass, LookingGlass 
has public information on STIX 2.0 

- Beyond, LookingGlass and MITRE open source. 
                    Jann 

- Let me do some work here to see if I can get that going. I will talk to a few vendors. That is 
critical, we need to have a good balance between working on implementations and reach 
out to the community and try to establish the interoperability. Let’s continue working on 
that, 

- And I will try to open some lines of communication. 
                     Jason 

- I think that is the Key, there is a communication problem. No one knows who is working 
on and everyone is trying to protect their strategy. 

- I hope behind the seen people will realized that, as soon as they need to test, then there 
may be issues. 

- It seems someone just joined. 
                      Marlon 

- Hi, it is Marlon. 
                       Jason 

- We kind just covered the F2F meeting, Marlon do you have anything, we can’t hear you. 
- Anything else? 
- Nothing. Okay. Then that’s it. Thank you, Jane for offering to open up a few 

communication lines. 
- Thanks, bye 

                        
 
 
Meeting Terminated   
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